Professional 5.1 Channel PortaMic Pro
Overview

World's most affordable Professional Grade Portable Surround Microphone, designed for both audio and video applications.

- 5.1 Channel Professional Grade Surround Microphone.
- Compact
- Low Profile
- Powered by 9V Battery
- Captures Discrete and Instantaneous 5.1 channel audio
- Onboard Dolby PLII encoder
- Stereo output (Mini Plug & Balanced Mini XLR)
- 12db Pad
- Unity Gain Control
- Audio Zoom Feature
- Point and Shoot
- Plug and Play
- Compatible with installed base of Dolby ProLogic II consumer decoders
- Audio can be decoded back to 5.1 channels in post using SurCode or any Dolby PLII decoder
- Estimated retail price US$999